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Technology Advisory Committee Meeting Report

Meeting Date: January 28, 2004
Location: United Methodist Church

1.	Historic Venue Noted – At the meeting’s opening, Committee Chair Tom Lowenhaupt noted the historic position the venue held in the gaming world. 

The word game Scrabble was developed in the basement of the United Methodist Church in1931. Jackson Heights resident Alfred Butts developed Scrabble while playing different versions of the game with his neighbors in the church’s basement.

Mr. Lowenhaupt expressed the Board’s appreciation for allowing the use of the facility.

2.	Introductions – Board members Tom Lowenhaupt, Richard Cecere, Arturo Sanchez attended, as did DM Giovanna Reid. Also, public member Jeffrey Saunders was there along with Patti Lowenhaupt and Arturo Sanchez III. Arturo III is an expert with computer games. Quizzed, he described his many achievements as a game player. (Like baseball and football, computer games also have professionals these days.) In addition to his talents as a game player, Mr. Sanchez is knowledgeable of the technology that enables them to work. 

3.	Website Update

¨	Calendar Key Available – Friends of Travers Park received the first Civic Calendar Key enabling them to post and manage meeting listings on the website. Other civic organizations may receive a key by contacting the TAC chair. The calendar feature requires users to fill out a form describing their event. Training takes about 15 minutes. 
¨	Community Board Documents – The dwelling is completed and awaiting its furnishings. While not the castle we’d dreamed of, it has the capacity to hold most all of our belongings. Already some old items have arrived. The Chair assured the committee that the moving company will start loading the new and vital items soon. 
¨	Email Addresses – We are trying to get email addresses for board members and staff. The board would use position addresses like DM@cb3qn.nyc.gov and Chair@cb3qn.nyc.gov, service addresses like info@cb3qn.nyc.gov. Individual board and staff member would receive personal addresses like RCecere@cb3qn.nyc.gov. 
¨	508 Access – We have contacted the Lexington School in the hopes of gaining their assistance in making our site fully accessible to the visual and hearing impaired.
¨	Usage Report for January 2004 - Page views 2,773 (average 89 per day), Visits 1,016 (average 32 per day), Visit length 8 minutes 39 seconds average, Unique visitors 495 (376 one time, 119 more than one).
¨	Outreach – Now that we have this amazing publishing and communication tool, how do we reach more of our 200,000 residents? Library postings and training sessions, notations on all community board stationary, community group presentations, school presentation, training classes, and games of governance.

4.	Focus – Games for Governance

The introduction of the Community Board's website in April 2003 provided a time for minor celebration. However, anecdotal evidence indicates that when we’ve completed the development of a featureful governance system, i.e., best publishing, interactive, etc., local participation in governance might only increase from today's 400 to perhaps 800 of our 200,000 residents. 

As the fruits of democracy multiply with increased participation, the increment is encouraging but unsatisfactory. How do we attract our 801st participant? What outreach efforts will engage the community? 

"Serious Games" or “Games for Governance” are terms used for software and techniques that engage the public in the governance process. Typically they provide training, simulation, and modeling. Before describing some game possibilities, here are some definitions.

Game - a physical or mental competition conducted according to rules with the participants for their own amusement of that of spectators.

Governance - The act, process, or power of governing; Exercise of authority; control; the traditions, institutions and processes that determine how power is exercised, how citizens are given a voice, and how decisions are made on issues of public concern.

By way of example three types of games were mentioned. 

The first was simple games that engage and educate:

¨	Crossword puzzles – With themes, issues, locations, people.
¨	Picture puzzles – Locations, people.
¨	Column matching – Faces and names, institutions and leaders.

A more complex game was discussed that would introduce residents to the board’s budget activities. Intern Byong-kwan Cho has been working on this effort.


¨	Budget Game – A key responsibility of the community board is to recommend a budget priority list each October. The list presents the priority of the community board for city expenditures during the coming year. For example, it might indicate that more should be spent on teachers and street signs and less on pothole repairs and sanitation. 

The Budget Game challenges residents to anticipate the community board’s priorities. The resident(s) that matches the community board’s selections, or comes closest, will the grand prize. All who participate win a participation prize. 

The final type discussed was microworlds.

¨	Microworld – A microworld is a cartoon-like recreation of a geographic area. Sim City is one popular computer game that’s been around for about 15 years. We have been offered an island by SecondLife, a new microworld operator, where we might recreate our community, street by street, house by house, and test ideas, projects, etc. 

¨	Other – The games business is a larger industry than Hollywood these days, and is growing much faster. The possibilities are many.

How do we approach this? There seem to be two parts to the question – technical development and local involvement.

¨	Technical Development - For the technical part, we’re looking for broad involvement – global is acceptable. The open source community might be enticed to participate, providing guidance and recruiting the technically proficient.

¨	Local Involvement – What games are appropriate for our community and our community board? And who is to guide their development?  With youth most scarce at civic and board events, and with them being the most expert with computer games, it’s hoped that we might engage their assistance in this effort. Arturo III offered to play a role in this regard.

5.	The Cable TV & Telephone Companies – Giant companies like Time Warner and Verizon provide the majority of our local communications, but are not yet present in our governance outreach effort. How do we involve them? Arturo the elder suggested that some local organizations are also seeking assistance with their communication needs and we might plan a joint approach.  

6.	.NYC – The applications for new TLDs is March 15 and the mayor has declined to apply for .NYC.
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